
GRADE 7 
READING  

Task 1. Read the text. Choose the correct answer A, B or C: (10 points) 

The Kitchen Cupboard 

Tania Francis is the owner of a new food store called The Kitchen Cupboard. Our reporter, Fran Peters, asked her about 

the business. 

Fran: Your food store is very popular, Tania. Why do you think this is? 

Tania: Well, healthy food is big news these days. Our store sells healthy food and we tell you how to cook it! 

Fran:  Do you tell every customer? 

Tania:  We give recipes every time you buy something at our store. 

Fran:  And do you eat the food from your store? 

Tania:  I certainly do! I try to stay healthy. I go to the gym, I go jogging every day and I write the recipes for the store. 

Of course, I have to cook them first! 

Fran:  Which is your favourite recipe? 

Tania:  That’s difficult. I really like the chicken and tomato burgers and, of course, the fish and cheese pie. That’s very 

popular. 

Fran:  Do you think people really want to be healthier these days? 

Tania:  Yes. There are a lot of reports in the newspapers and magazines about people who are too heavy. It’s so 

dangerous. People are learning to cook and eat healthier food. But healthy doesn’t mean boring! Come along to The 

Kitchen Cupboard and see how many delicious meals you can cook with healthy food. 
 

1. At The Kitchen Cupboard you can 

A. have a cooking lesson.  B. eat a good meal.  C. buy healthy food. 

2. Tania 

A. does a lot of exercise.   B. has a lot of cookery books. C. loves eating. 

3. One of her favourite recipes includes 

A. fish and vegetables.   B. meat and vegetables.  C. fruit and vegetables. 

4. Tania thinks people want to be healthy because 

A. they want to be in the newspapers. B. they like healthy food. C. they know it’s dangerous to be heavy. 

5. Tania thinks healthy food 

A. A. is always boring.   B. can be delicious.  C. is very expensive. 

VOCABULARY 

Task 2. Guess the meaning of the word according to the description. (30 points) 

Sample:  A person who helps sick people: A. doctor B. teacher C. policeman 
 

6. A place where you can drink beer or have a meal:  A. pub  B. castle C. cinema 

7. A steep rock, often by the sea:     A. field  B. waterfall C. cliff 

8. A particular item of prepared food:     A. celery B. dish  C. fresh 

9. The space between two hills:    A. valley B. coast  C. shore 

10. Running water flowing on or under the earth:  A. region B. field  C. stream 

11. The apparent sinking of the sun below the horizon:  A. sky  B. sunset C. summer 

12. The shore of a sea or ocean:     A. peak  B. bush  C. coast 

13. A large and very important church:    A. cathedral B. gallery C. palace 

14. A written or printed announcement:   A. educate B.  notice C. board 

15. A piece of open land for recreational use:   A. park  B. airport C. street 

 

VOCABULARY 

Task 3.  Choose the odd one A, B or C. (30 points) 

Sample:  A. parrot  B. tiger   C. lion 
 

16. A. hamster  B. monkey  C. product 

17. A. rug  B. slide   C. carpet 

 



18. A. experience B. uniform  C. tracksuit  

19. A. cruise  B. article  C. voyage 

20. A. entrance  B. comedy  C. adventure 

21. A. viewer      B. newspaper  C. magazine 

22. A. temple  B. competition  C. pyramid 

23. A. pork  B. lamb   C. nut 

24. A. juggler  B. clown  C. cage 

25. A. trash  B. creation  C. rubbish   

 

 

GRAMMAR 

Task 4. Choose the correct answer. (30 points) 

Sample: Take _____ bags into the kitchen, please. A. this  B. these C. that 
 

26. I never read _____ magazines.      

A. womens' B. womans' C. women's 

27. I think this dress is much _____ than that one.   

 A. prettier B. prettyer C. so pretty 

28. I've _____ spoken to James about the meeting.   

 A. yet  B. still  C. already 

29. If you _____ careful, you will have an accident.   

 A. won't be B. aren't C. won't 

30. That's _____ last gas station for twenty miles.   

 A. the  B._  C. an 

31. I enjoy _____ my friends in town for a drink.   

 A. meeting B. to meet C. meet 
32. Jack was _____ to hospital in an ambulance.   

 A. taking B. taken C. took   

33. How _____ work do you have to do today?   

 A. much B. long  C. many 

34. This music sounds _____ .      

 A. greatly B. great  C. greatily 

35. Neither my uncle _____ my aunt can play the piano.  

 A. or  B. and  C. nor 

 
 

 

 

 
ლიბერთი ბანკი - ლიდერი კომპანიის შეკითხვა მომავალ ლიდერებს: 

 

BONUS TASK - ბონუს დავალება:  
 

Choose the correct answer according to the description: 

A large copper statue of a woman holding a burning torch on Liberty Island, in New York harbor: (5 points) 

A. The Great Sphinx  B. The Statue of Liberty  C. The Statue of David 

 
 

{ტესტის მაქსიმალური ქულაა 100. ბონუს დავალების ქულა ძირითადი დავალების ქულას დაემატება იმ 
შემთხვევაში, თუ მოსწავლე ძირითად ნაწილში ვერ დააგროვებს უმაღლეს ქულას.} 
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